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abstract 

The theory of the reactive Robinson instability is formulated in terms of the terminal 

variables, its stopband structure is analysed, and the results are applied to the X-ray ring of 

the NSLS. The reactive Robinson instability for the case of multiple cavities in the storage 

ring is also studied. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Notations 

Throughout this paper, complex voltages and currents corresponding to the time dependence 

exp(jhw0t) shall be dealt with, where h is the harmonic number and wo is the (angular) 

revolution frequency. For any voltage Vu, where the subscript a can be a set of letters, 

the notations pa and @vu are used to denote its amplitude and phase respectively. Similar 

convention applies to a complex current. For example, 

The reference phase is that of the beam current Iav; thus Q I ~  is the phase of Ig relative to 

the beam current. For an impedance of the form Z,, the followini notations shall be used 

without further explanations: 

1.2 Robinson theorems 

Fig. 1 shows the Norton equivalent circuit of the rf system as seen by the beam, where 2; 

is the loaded cavity impedance, V is the cavity gap voltage, Ig is the Norton equivalent 

generator current, and Ib = 21av. Note that Qv is the synchronous phase of the beam 

measured from the crest of the sinusoidal gap voltage V.  This voltage consists of two 

components, one generated by the generator current and the other induced by the beam, 
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FIGURE 1: The rf system seen by the beam. 

In the X-ray ring, the bandwidth of the impedance of the fundamental mode of the rf 

cavity is greater than the synchrotron frequency of the beam. For that reason, the reactive 

Robinson’s theorem can be stated approximately as follows: The coherent motion of the 

beam is phase focused by the generator voltage 6 alone, and the beam induced voltage 6 
. plays no direct role in the coherent motion. Thus, the coherent frequency wSg is given by 

where a! is the momentum compaction and Eo is the beam energy. Recall that the incoherent 

motion of the individual beam particle is phase focused by the total gap voltage V, and that 

the corresponding synchrotron frequency w, is given by 

The coherent frequency wSg is the contribution of to w,. 

An immediate consequence of (1.5) is that the beam coherent motion is not phase focused; 

thus the beam is coherently unstable if 

Q v g  < 0 ,  
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, 

and the threshold condition of the coherent instability is, obviously, 

To examine the relationship between the coherent frequency wsg and & more closely, 

decompose & as, 

The real term % cos Qvg is in phase with the beam current; hence this component provides 

energy resistively to the beam to compensate for the beam-radiation-energy loss and the 

parasitic beam-energy loss, etc. The imaginary term, j %  sin Qvg, is 90" out of phase with 

the beam, causing the reactive energy exchange between & and the beam. From (1.5), this 

reactive component of & is responsible for the coherent motion of the beam. This mode of 

instability shall therefore be referred to as the reactive Robinson instability. 

If the beam is reactively Robinson stable, it can still be unstable due to the resistive part 

of the impedance. This instability shall be referred to as the resistive Robinson instability. 

We normally avoid the resistive Robinson instability, if the beam is above transition energy, 

by detuning the cavity such that XL is capacitive, causing the resistive Robinson mode of 

coherent motion to damp (Robinson damping). The discussion of this paper is restricted to 

the reactive Robinson instability. 

1.3 Motivation and contents 

Originally, the normal operating conditions in the X-ray ring at the NSLS were 250 mA 

at 2.5 GeV, using three 52 MHz, 125 kW rf systems. Each cavity can withstand cavity- 

heat dissipation up to approximately 35 kW. We performed this work to estimate the stable 

current limits in the energy range of 2.5 GeV to 2.8 GeV, if a fourth rf cavity were added. 
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The implication of the instability condition (1.6) to the current/energy limit of the storage 

ring has been widely discussed [1-5]. It is the purpose of this paper to apply these results 

to the X-ray ring. 

It will be shown in Section 2 that Figs. 2 to 4 are all equivalent to Fig. 1. The authors 

of the references [l-51 assumed one or both of the following: 

. 
(i) There is a circulator between Port (T) of Fig. 3 and the beam cavity. 

(ii) The impedance 2, is known. 

However, these assumptions do not apply to the X-ray ring since: 

(i) There is no circulator in the X-ray ring. 

(ii) 2, is not actually known, particulasly its reactive part. 

(iii) Much of the information about the rf operating condition is measured from Port (T) 

instead of from a port to the left of 2,. 

As mentioned above, the instability condition (1.6) is a statement about the voltage 

generated by Ig,  or equivalently by Is of Fig. 3. However, the actual measured terminal 

current IT in Fig. 3 contains a component of Ib as well as a component of Ig,  since a part 

of Ib can travel back and forth between Port (s) and Port (T). We shall adopt the following 

strategy: 

(i) The conditions (1.6) and (1.7) will be expressed in terms of Zg and the variables 

measured from Port (T). 
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(ii) Zg will be measured by exciting the instability, and the observation compared with the 

formulae mentioned in (i). 

This paper is divided into seven sections. In dection 2, a brief discussion of the model 

equivalent circuits in Figs. 1 to 4 is given, and the input impedances Zin and Zin, which in- 

clude the effect of beam loading, are introduced. In Section 3, some basic phase relationships 

used throughout this paper are derived. 
/ 

The subject matter of Section 4 is similar to that of previous authors, namely the analysis 

of the Robinson condition (1.6) assuming 2; and Ig to be known. However, emphasis is 

placed on pointing out that the condition (1.6) is equivalent to a stopband condition, and 

on analysing qualitatively the location of the stopband. In Section 5, the results of Section 

4 are expressed in terms of the variables measured from Port (T); these expressions depend 

on Zg. 

In Section 6, the instability condition (1.6) is analysed when there are N > 1 cavities in 

the storage ring. If the cavities are identical and are operated under the same conditions, 

then the results of the preceeding sections apply. Otherwise, there can be N stopbands, 

and the Robinson instability depends on the phases of the individual cavity voltages. The 

relevance of this analysis to the X-ray ring during injection is pointed out. In Section 7, 

results of our rf experimental studies are summarized. 

2 Model Circuits and Impedances 

The model for the NSLS rf system is depicted in Fig. 2, where 2, is the unloaded impedance 

of the beam accelerating cavity, zs is the combined impedance of the tetrode and the sur- 
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rounding tuning cavity, and Ib = 21a,,. The two cavities are connected by a transmission line 

of length 1 and characteristic impedance 2 0  = 50 a; the two ideal transformer turn ratios n, 

and nc describe how the transmission line is coupled to the cavities. 

If the turn ratios are absorbed into the quantities to the left of the beam cavity in Fig. 2, 

the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 is obtained, where 

- 
Zo = nZZ0 , (2.1) 

In rf experiments in the X-ray ring, much of the information about the operating conditions 

of the beam cavity is obtained through Port (T) in Fig. 3. 

1 - 1 4  

IS 1 E Z O  

FIGURES 2,3: The model circuits of the NSLS rf system; the two circuits are related by (2.1). 

Fig. 4 shows the Norton equivalent circuit from Port (T), where 

1 
Is cos kl + jKZosin kl ’ I3 = cos kl + jY,Zo sin kl 

Y,Zo cos kl + j sin kl ’ zg = 20 (2.2) 
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with the wave number k = hwo/c. Ig and Zg are referred to as the generator current 

and the generator impedance respectively. Note that the transmission line shown in Fig. 3 

contributes to the reactance Xg, unless I is an integer multiple of the half wavelength r / k .  

This figure is equivalent to Fig. 1 if 

y , ' = K + y , .  

I T  

n n n 

(2.3) 

FIGURE 4: Norton equivalent circuit from Port (T). 

2; can be regarded as the cavity impedance 2, loaded by the generator impedance Zg. 

The phases of and yc' shall be denoted by 0 and 0' respectively, and referred to as the 

detuning angles. In this paper, a prime on a quantity indicates that the quantity is associated 

with an impedance which contains Zg as a load. 

It is well known [6] that if the fundamental mode of the beam cavity is modelled by a 

parallel RLC circuit, then 

Y, = Gsh(l + j t a n 0 )  , ~ W O  - w r e s  

W r e s  
t a n 0  = 2Q 1 

where Q and Utes are the quality factor and the resonant frequency of the mode respectively, 

and the shunt conductance G,h is the inverse of the shunt impedance f i s h ,  Gsh = l/Rsh. 
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If Zg(w) can be approximated by a constant in w within the bandwidth of Zc(w), then 

similar expressions can be found for the Zg loaded cavity admittance and its phase 0': 

yc' = Gih(l  + j tano ' )  , 

where the loaded shunt conductance is 

G:h = (1 4- K )  Gsh y 

and the loaded resonance frequency wies and the loaded quality factor Q' are shifted from 

w,,, and Q respectively, because of Zg. The equations (2.4) and (2.5) also define the ranges 

of 0 and 0'; from these equations, both 101 and 10'1 are less than n/2, and they 4 w / 2  as 

hwo moves far off resonance. 

The beam loaded input impedances Z:n and Zin are now introduced. As mentioned above, 

2; is the cavity impedance 2, loaded by the generator impedance Zg. What the generator 

current Ig actually sees is the input impedance Zin, the impedance 2; further loaded by the 

beam current Ib. From (1.4), 

Similarly, what the terminal current IT actually sees is the input impedance Zin, the cavity 

impedance 2, loaded by the beam current. In analogy to (2.7), 

The phases and @' play very prominent roles throughout this paper and shall be referred 

to as the terminal input phase and the generator input phase, respectively. The phase Q is 

to IT, and Q' is to Ig, what the synchronous phase QV is to the beam. 
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The terminal input phase @, or rather a quantity closely related to it, the autotune Qat, 

is measured and controlled during the ring operation at NSLS. For the definition of Qat and 

its relation to @, see Appendix A. 

3 Some Basic Phase Relations 

The detuning angles 0 and 0’ are now correlated to the input phases and a’. It is 

convenient to use the beam-power ratios p and p’ as measures of beam loading. The beam 

power (the power gain of the beam from the rf cavity) is = IawO COS Qv, the cavity 

heat-dissipation power is P,, = Gshp2/2, and the heat-dissipation power of the whole rf 

system is P&, = G;.p2/2. The beam power ratios are defined to be the ratios of these 

powers, 

The relationship between 0‘ and a’ is now established. From (2.7) and (2.5), 

= GIsh (1 + j tan@’) + (Ib/v) exp(-jQv) . 

This complex equation is equivalent to two real equations. If the amplitude en is eliminated 

by taking the ratio of the imaginary part of the equation to the real part, an equation for 

tan@‘ is obtained. An application of (3.2) to the resultant equation leads to 

tan@’ = (1 + p’)tan@’ + p’tanQv. (3.3) 

It was shown in the previous section that 10‘1 < n/2, and 10‘1 3 n / 2  as hwo moves far, off 
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resonance. The equation (3.3) implies that a' has the same range, and 

a/-+ f n / 2  * 0' --+ f n / 2  . (3-4) 

I 

It was mentioned in Section 1 that Robinson damping of the resistive Robinson instability 

requires the reactive part of 2; to be capacitive. This corresponds to 0' > 0. From (3.3), 

it follows that if Qv > 0, then @' > 0 is a sufficient, although unnecessary, condition for 

Robinson damping. 

Another simple but very useful phase relation will now be derived. The phase relations 

corresponding to (2.7) and the equation 

respectively. Eliminating 91, from these two phase relations, we obtain 

= 19Z:, are a' = Q I ~  - QV and Qvg = Q I ~  - Of, 

From (3.3), an immediate application of the phase relations (3.3) and (3.5) is, 

(3-6) p' (tanQv + tan@'> . tan@' - tan@ = 
1 + p' 

For the rest of this paper it will be assumed that 

n/2 > Qv > 0 ,  (3-7) 

so that the beam gains energy from the cavity, and that the incoherent motions of the beam 

particles are phase focused. It is further assumed that 0' > 0 so that the resistive Robinson 

instability is damped. Then, the right hand side of (3.6) is positive; hence tan 0' > tan a', 
or 0' > ip'. This, together with ( 3 4 ,  gives 

Q v  > Qvg. 

The last inequality implies that the beam becomes coherently 

the beam particles lose incoherent phase focusing (Qv < 0). 

unstable (Qvg < 0) before 

This result, among other 
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things, eliminates one of the possible confusions in explaining what is observed in Robinson 

instability experiments. The relation (3.5) will be used again in the next section. 

There is an equation for 0 similar to (3.3). Note that the circuit to the right of Port (T) 

in Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 1; the only difference is that Ig and 2; in Fig. 1 are replaced by 

IT and 2,. It can therefore be concluded from (2.8) and (2.4) that 

This equation implies that 

(3.10) 

4 Stopband Analysis 

In this section, the plot of !Pvg against a' for given values of p' and Qv is discussed; the 

Robinson instability condition (1.6) will emerge as a stopband condition in the @' space. 

Some qualitative analysis on the shape of the curve and the location of the stopband will 

also be done. (Before reading on, it may be a good idea to look ahead at Fig. 5, so that the 

following discussions can be visualized. If the dashed curve in the figure intersects the a' 
axis, then the section on the @' axis between the intersecting points is the stopband.) 

Begin by looking at the asymptotic behavior of iPvg in the limit 

a' - f a / 2 .  

From (3.4), 0' -+ @' in this limit. Therefore, from (3.5) 

Q v g  - Qv - 

(4-1) 
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Next, look at the behavior of the slope in the same limit. From (3.5) and (3.3), 

The above limits indicate the possible existence of a stopband in the W space, because 

in order for these limits to be possible, the curve must f is t  rise from the value 9vg = \kv at 

a' = -n/2 and then fall to a value \kv, < @v, within the region - ~ / 2  < a' < n/2. If the 

curve falls far enough to cross the @' axis before it turns around to reach the limit @vg = 9 v  

at a' = n/2 with a positive slope, there must be at least one stopband. We will show below 

that there can be one stopband at most. 

' Insorder to discuss @vg more quantitatively, an expression for it will be derived. From 

(1.4) and (2.5), 

By dividing the imaginary part of this complex equation by the real part, we obtain an 

equation for tanQvg which can be rewritten by using (3.2) as, 

The denominator of this equation is positive, therefore the instability and the threshold 

conditions (1.6) and (1.7) are, respectively, equivalent to 

1 A G - sin2qv < sin20', 
P' 
1 - sin2Qv = sin20' , 
P' 

and 

(4-7) 

where a short hand notation A is introduced for later convenience. The dependencies of the 

equations (4.5) to (4.7) on 0' can be turned into the dependencies on @' by using (3.3). 

Note that if the stopband in the @' space exists, it must lie between two solutions of 

(4.7), or between two threshold points (between the two intersecting points in Fig. 5). Using 
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(3.3), the equation (4.7) in terms of @' can be rewritten as 

x 2 - 2 b x + c  = 0 ,  

with 
1 - pl 
1 + P I '  

b = -  2 = tan@', " cot2Qv, and c = 
1 + p' (4.9) 

The discriminant A of this quadratic equation satisfies 

A c ( 1 - A 2  (4.10) 

with a positive proportionality constant. 

FIGURE 5: Illustration of how the stopband location changes with the changing p' and Qv. 

Since (4.8) is quadratic, much can be understood about the qualitative feature of its 

solutions just by looking at the signs of b, c and A. Correspondingly, a rough description 

of the location of the stopband can be made. Since 2 and @' have the same sign, and 2 

is a monotonically increasing function of in the region -n/2 < a' < n/2, the following 

conclusions emerge: 

(i) There can not be more than one stopband because (4.8) is quadratic. 

(ii) There is no stopband if A > 1 (Fig. 5a); the (Qvg, @I)  curve touches the @' axis at one 

point if A = 1; there is one stopband if A < 1. 
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For the remaining items in this list, A < 1 is assumed. 

(iii) If p' > 1, then the point @' = 0 lies inside the stopband (Fig. 5b). 

(iv) If p' < 1, and n/4 > Qv > 0, then the entire sideband lies to the right of the point 

@' = 0 (Fig. 5c). 

(v) If p' < 1, and n/2 > QV > n/4, then the entire sideband lies to the left of @' = 0 (Fig. 

5d). 
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FIGURE 6a: Instability region for rho' 5 1. 
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FIGURE 6b: Instability region for rho' > 1. 

To conclude this section, the stopband region corresponding to (1.6) or (4.6) is plotted. 
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The threshold condition of the instability is given by the solution of (4.8), 

(4.11) 

illustrated in Fig. 6 by plotting lPv against a' for selected values of p'. 

The shape of the threshold curves, or equivalently the shape of the stopband region, 

changes qualitatively at p' = 1. Fig. 6a represents the result for p' 5 1. The beam is 

coherently stable for p' = 0. The shaded regions on the top left and on the bottom right of 

the figure are the instability regions for p' = 0.3, and the regions are bounded by the threshold 

curves. When p' increases, the instability regions grow toward each other. As p' 3 1, the 

two regions meet at the center of the figure, or at the coordinate (a', lPv) = (0", 45"), and 

begin merging. The instability regions for p' = 1 are the two triangles bounded by the solid 

straight lines. For p' < 1, there is always a region near lPv = 45" where the beam is stable 

for all values of a'. 

For p' > 1, the instability regions are depicted in Fig. 6b. The shaded area is the region 

of instability for p' = 1.2. The region of instability grows further as p' increases. At p' = cx), 

the instability region is bounded by the two straight lines, one between the coordinates 

(0",90") and (90",0"), and the other between (-90",90°) and (O",O"). Note that at p' = 5, 

the instability region is already very close to the asymptotic limit. 

5 Thresholds in Terms of Port (T) Variables 

In Section 4, the threshold condition (1.7) in terms of the variables associated with Port (g),  

was discussed. However, these quantities are not normally measured at NSLS; instead the 

measurements are routinely made from Port (T). In this section, the Robinson threshold 
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condition is expressed in terms of the terminal variables measured from Port (T). In other 

wbrds, (4.7) is expressed in terms of @. 

El 

First, 0' and @' are related to 0 and @. From (2.3) and (2.4), 

e exp(j0') = ~~h (1  + j tan@) + exp(jQyg) . 
nination of the amplitude e from this complex equation leads to 

(tan@ + K tanQyg) , ( 5 4  
1 

1 + K  
tan@' = 

A 

in which the relation Gg = yS cos XJ!yg = KGsh is used. From (5.1) and (3.9), 

1 
1 + K  

tan@' = [ ( ( I  + p)t=@ + ptmQv + K t a Q y g ]  . 

If (3.3) is substituted into this equation and p' = p / ( l  + K )  is used, 

1 
l + p + K  

tan@' = [ ( I  + p )  tan@ + K t=Qyg] . 

Now we can express the Robinson threshold condition (4.11) in terms of the terminal 

variables @ and p. Substituting (5.3) into (4.11), 

C O S ~ Q V  f (1  - A2)l12 K 
@ = tan-' { L  l + P  [ sin 2Qv - -tanWg]} P , (5-4) 

where as before, 

sin2XVv . (5.5) 
1 1 + K  
P' P 

A = -sin2Qv = 
r 

Note that the threshold condition depends on Zg through the parameter K and the phase 

Qyg. This equation reduces to (4.11) if K = 0, however if !Pyg = 0 but K # 0, then the argu- 

ment of tan" of this equation differs from that of (4.11) by a factor of (1  + p ) / ( l  + p + K) .  

To illustrate the K dependence of the instability, the threshold curves for p = 2, Qyg = 0, 

and K=l, 2 ,3 are plotted in Fig. 7. For a given p ,  the area of the stopband region decreases 
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with increasing K. These curves are qualitatively similar to Fig. 6a because the chosen 

values of p and K's correspond to p' 5 1. The threshold curves corresponding to p' > 1 are 

not plotted since they are expected to be quite similar to Fig. 6b. 
8 

90 
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90 

FIGURE 7: Instability region for p = 2 and real 2,. 

In order to illustrate the Bg dependence of the instability, the threshold curves for p = 2, 

K = 1, and !&yg = -45", 0, 45" are plotted in Fig. 8. The stopband region shifts to 

the left in the figure, or towards the inductive region of En, when yS increases or when Bg 

becomes more capacitive. If Bg is made inductive, the stopband region moves in the opposite 

direction. The system is normally operated in the region where Q> > 0 because of the possible 

resistive Robinson instability. Therefore, for a given K ,  a capacitive Bg is preferable. 
. 
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FIGURE 8: Instability region for p = 2, K = 1 and different values of gyg. 
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6 Multiple Cavities 

The development thus far was under the tacit assumption that there is only one cavity in 

the storage ring. Since there are now four cavities going into operation in the X-ray ring, 

the previous results must be generalized to the case of N cavities, i = 1, 2, ... N. The N 

rf cavities can be different from each other, but for simplicity their harmonic numbers are 

assumed to be the same. The equivalent circuit model for the N cavity case is shown in 

Fig. 9 and is a generalization of Fig. 1. 

FIGURE 9: The model circuit for N-cavity system. 

The total gap voltage is the sum of the contributions from the N cavities, 

Similarly, the total generator voltage is 

= %exp(qvg) = X&, j .  

2 
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The Robinson instability condition is still given by Qvg < 0. A combination of (6.1) and 

(6.2) with 

leads to 

,(6.3) 

In analogy to Section 3, P&,,i = Gth,ip/2 and Pbeam,i = IaVGCOSQv,i. The condi- 

tion Pbeam = xiPbeam,i > 0 is required to compensate for the beam energy loss, however 

Pbeam,i > 0 for i is not assumed. Pbeam,j < 0 for some i, implies that this particular cavity 

is receiving energy from the beam instead of giving energy to the beam. Also, 

f f  %eam,i/p&,i = (IbR&/G) COS QV,i - 
If Pbeam,i is negative, then so is pf. 

From (6.4) and (6.5), 

where 

sin2Qv,i , 1 1 + Ki 
f :  f i  

Ai = - sin2Qv,i = 

and in analogy to (3.3) and ( 5 4 ,  

tanof  = (1 + pf )  tan@: + pftanqv,; , and 

1 t a n q  = [(I + pi) tan @i + Ki tan Qlyg,i] - 
1 + pi + Ki 

From (6.6), the threshold condition is 

(6.10) 
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Even though (6.4) and (6.6) are similar in form to (4.4) and (4.5) respectively, the fact 

that there are more independent variables on the right hand sides of (6.4) and (6.6) makes 

the general stopband analysis of the multiple cavities case quite cumbersome. However, 

the following statement can be proven: if the operation is such that C$ is independent of i 

(iaf 3 @‘), then the maximum possible number of the stopbands in the a’ space is N .  

Some special cases will now be considered. If the N rf systems are identical, then Rih 

and Ki are independent of i, and (6.6) becomes 

tan!@vg = 

Furthermore, if the N cavities are 

and Of are independent of i, then 

1 xi [Ai - sin2OfI - 
2 zj [ cos2 !@v,i /pf + cos2 Of]  - (6.11) 

Dperated under the same conditions, such that G, Qv,~ 

and the corresponding threshold condition is 

- - tanQy,,; . 1 COS 2Qv,i f (1 - Af)’/’ Ki 
’1  + p i  sin 2Qv,i Pi 

tan@; = - 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

The above equation is identical to the corresponding result (5.4) for the single cavity case. 

This “scaling-law” of N cavities to one, is used to advantage in Section 7 to forecast the 

performance of the four-cavity operation of the X-ray ring at high current and energy, before 

operations actually begin. 

What happens if the N cavities or their operating conditions are not identical? This is 

a question of practical importance for the X-ray ring during injection. Can I,,, = 500 mA 

be accumulated with four cavities at the injection energy of 750 MeV ? On one hand, the 

maximum current captured is limited if the total gap voltage of the rf systems far exceeds 

150 kV for reasons not yet understood. On the other hand, some cavities tend to multipactor 
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during ramping at Pca,,,i - 2 kW; with Rsh,i - 1 MR, this corresponds to fi N 65 kV. As 

a consequence, the rf systems are run during injection with Pcuv,i > 2 kW and out of phase 

with each other, so that the effective total voltage V is reduced. 

The rest of this section is devoted to an example illustrating that from the point of view 

of the reactive Robinson instability, a small change in the way individual cavities are phased 

can lead to quite a different result, even though the total voltage and its phase !l!v are 

kept unchanged. It is assumed that the four cavities are identical, and the values of the 

parameters below are chosen to be close to one of the actud scenarios considered for the 

X-ray ring at injection. The general equation (6.6) is used in the calculations. 

1 Oa 10b 
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W 
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u) 
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FIGURE 10: Comparison of two outphasing modes. 

For this example, two phasing modes are compared. In both modes, I,,, = 500 mA, 

R:h,i = 1 MR for all i, P = 150 kV, QV = 88.5", PA,,,+ = 2.5 kW, fi = (2P&,,iR:h,i)1/2 = 71 

kV, and @Pf is set to be independent of i, QPf = a'. The only difference between the two modes 

is in the phases 9~;. For the first mode, Q v , ~  = go", Q v , ~  = -go", and Q v , ~  = 65". These, 

together with the earlier parameters, imply Q v , ~  = 111". For the second mode, Q v , ~  = go", 
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9v,2 = -go", Q v , ~  = 80", and Q v , ~  = 97" 

Figs. 10a and 10b are the plots of Qvg against W for the outphasing modes 1 and 2, 

respectively. For mode 1, the stopbands occupy most of the W space, while for mode 2, 

almost the entire area @' > 0 (the region normally operated in because of the possible 

resistive Robinson instability) is a reactive Robinson stable region. 

7 Experimental Results 

The above results can now be applied to the X-ray ring of the NSLS. There were originally 

three similar rf systems in the X-ray ring operating successfully at I=, = 250 mA and E = 2.5 

GeV. The objective was to determine whether adding a fourth cavity to the ring would enable 

operations at I,, = 500 mA and E = 2.5 GeV. 

In order to answer this question before the actual installation of the fourth cavity, we 

made the following assumptions: 

(i) The four rf systems are identical. 

(ii) Zg,; is linear, namely it is independent of the current through it. 

(iii) The four cavities will be operated under the same conditions. 

(iv) At the top energy and current, the values of Pcav,; = 30 kW will be used for all four 

cavities and for the calculation of the corresponding Qv,~ and pf. 

The fact that (6.13) and (5.4) are identical was used to scale down the four-cavity oper- 

ation conditions to equivalent conditions using one cavity. In other words, all of the cavities 
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but one were shorted, and new values of E,  I,, and P,,, were chosen for one cavity operation, 

such that 9 v  and p were equal to the anticipated Qv,~ and pi for four-cavity operation. If 

the ring could operate under the chosen one-cavity conditions, then four-cavity operations 

should be possible with the original values of E and I,,. 

The experimental results were quite satisfying. It was concluded that from the rf point of 

view, the X-ray ring can handle more than I,, = 500 mA at 2.5 GeV or Ia, = 250 mA at 2.8 

GeV with the addition of the fourth rf cavity. Actually, the experimental results were much 

better than expected under the assumption that Zg is purely resistive. Results indicated 

that the Bg of the rf system used in the experiments is quite capacitive. 
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Appendix A Autotune 

In the main text, many results were expressed in terms of the terminal input phase a, defined 

as the phase of the terminal current IT relative to the cavity voltage V [Fig. 3 and (2.8)]. 

However, the quantity which is routinely measured at NSLS is not a, but rather the autotune 

phase aut. Autotune is defined to be the phase of the forward current I.$+) relative to the 

cavity voltage, in other words the phase of Ip)/V. In this appendix we prove the following 

relation: 

Rsh ] t anaa t .  = + ZO(l + p)  [ 
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The terminal current IT consists of two parts, forward and reflected currents, 

IT = I$+’ - I$-) ( A 4  

and the reflection coefficient at the terminal Port (T) is 

r~ = (zin - zo)/(zin + 20) (A.3) 

Therefore, 

Recalling that IT/V = &, and substituting it into (A.4), 

The phase of the left hand side of this equation is the autotune @at by definition, hence 

To eliminate gn from this equation, (3.1) is used in the real part of (2.8); thus 

gncos@ = Gsh(1 + p )  (A.7) 

Substituting equation (A.7) into (A.6), we obtain (A.1). Q.E.D. 

Before plotting @ against Q U t ,  the concept of matching is introduced. If the second 

term inside the bracket of (A.l) equals 1 when p = Pmatdy then the beam cavity is said to 

be matched to the transmission line at this value of p. From the consideration of power 

efficiency, the cavity is normally matched at the value of p corresponding to the designed 

maximum current and energy. The equation (A.l) can be written as 
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Note that the slope d@/daat = 1 + g at Qat = 0, and increases with increasing e. Also if p 

is near matching, - 1, and Gat is small, then 

@ - 2Qat - 

The plot of @ against Qat is shown in Fig. 11 for selected values of (. 

90 

-90 
-90 0 

[degrees] 
90 

FIGURE 11: Dependence of terminal input phase on autotune. 
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